
Photos of Buildings in Wellington

The pictures are an example of the 
issues we have faced from the early 

1930s through to the 1970s, 1980s and 
1990s and up to the present.  
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The buildings on the Te Aro reclamation looking across towards 
the CBD and Lambton Quay area 

Circa early 1940s
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The Te Aro flats area in 2011 looking across the city to the Lambton Quay 
area and the CBD.  This shows many of the modern high rise buildings. 
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Wellington Town Hall before the removal of the clock tower and 
portico
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This is the present town hall which was strengthened in the late 1980s but 
needs further work to comply with the new earthquake strengthening rules.  
Council is looking at options for its strengthening  including base isolation.
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Courtenay Place area showing many of the older style buildings. 
Many of them unreinforced masonry.
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This shows Courtenay place today with many of the at risk 
buildings already strengthened and new compliant buildings.
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This an example of a modern building built on reclaimed land to 
exacting seismic standards e.g. base isolation
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